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Intellectual Disability and Mothering 
Where are these care-less spaces?  

The care-less killing fields: the socio-political caring sphere  

• The Care System 
 LB and ‘Death by Indifference’ (see blog)  

• The Community  
Murder and Suicide – who is caring? 

• The Media 
 Denial in ‘I did it all for charadee’: Caring ‘about’ not ‘for’ is problematic (see quote if needs be).  

The care-less institutional space: the emotional and practical caring spheres  

• The Playground 
  Marlene, ADHD and loneliness (see poem)  

• The Criminal Justice System – false arrest and sexual assault  
 Following and not following the rules: ‘we did everything by the book’ and ‘it wasn’t me’ (see blog)  

• The School 
 They call it ‘inclusive education’, and ‘I’m just a bloody retard’ (see quote)  



A CARE ETHICS MODEL OF DISABILITY – 
WAYS OF BEING HUMAN AND 

INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY (Rogers, forthcoming)  

In the grounding of a care ethics model of disability, how do we 
imagine, understand, map and practice caring for, with and about 
intellectually disabled people, as caring ‘is not a strange activity 

which is undertaken by a few brave souls, but it is ingrained into the 
existence of every person’ (Herring, 2013: 45).  

 



Recognising the human in being human, surely ought to be at the heart 
of caring? Even if someone is profoundly intellectually impaired they 
will have relationships, and those relationships involve caring.  

A care ethics model of disability: three spheres of caring work 
• The Emotional 

• where love and care are psycho-socially questioned  

• The Practical  
• where day to day care is carried out relationally  

• The Socio-political  
• where social intolerance and aversion to difficult differences are played out  

These three spheres all feed into and out of each other. They are the 
foundation of a care ethics model of disability and grounded in social and 
political relations that seek caring legal and cultural processes. Ultimately we 
need to contemplate caring work and relationships rather than care work per 
se.  



Law, Policy and The Socio-Political Sphere: 
No place for emotions? 
• Ontologically within a feminist ethics of care, we begin with human nature and that 

humans are in relationships. In addition to this all humans are vulnerable, at times. 
Therefore all can be care givers and receivers, but for Tronto (and others, c.f. Herring, 
2013: 57), trust is key, and given that care is often both ‘physical and psychic intimacy, 
good care grows out of trust that develops among those giving and receiving care’. 
(Tronto, 2011: 162-163). Tronto goes on to say care ‘creates a relationship among the 
parties caring and being cared for’ and critically this ‘relationship is not a “thing”’ 
[emphasis in original] (ibid: 163). All human beings via a care ethics model of disability 
ought to commit to hearing what the less powerful have to say. Yet it is currently 
apparent people do not listen, or hear, as demonstrated in my previous research (Rogers 
2007, 2011). As it is many people deny any wrong doing, lack responsibility, flee from 
obligation, and run from disappointment, so much so it is understood those who are 
‘marked’ or with stigma are better suited to caring work: they are not equal and are in 
danger. Tronto (2011), in the broader context is talking about women of colour in the 
USA, but for intellectually disabled people and their caring relations, they too are 
marked. It is because they are marked, that a care ethics model is critical and a 
reorganisation and reframing of caring work proposed (Rogers, forthcoming)  

 



Therefore a care ethics model of disability must be grounded within 
the emotional, practical and socio-political spheres of caring work 
and founded upon caring relations.  

• These spheres cannot be separated out and completely understood 
individually (c.f. Mahon and Robinson, 2011: 178). This is because how we 
understand and experience difficult differences is considered an emotional 
and personal response. If, for example someone sees an obviously disabled 
couple getting intimate in public there may well be an internal 
conversation such as ‘They ought not do that in public’, or ‘Eugh, what are 
they doing in a relationship’, or ‘aw, how sweet’. None of these responses 
are simply owned by the person. They are part of a much deeper psychic 
aversion to these difficult differences. That is not to say these responses 
are excusable. But they are bound up with, and part of the socio-political 
where cultural meanings about social norms are reproduced. That is, 
where social intolerance and aversion to difficult differences are played 
out.  

 



Coming back to the playground: A mother experiences exclusion in the 
playground because her son, who has ADHD, is disruptive to his school peers and 
their education. Other mothers do not like the disruptive or difficult child, or his 
mother.  
They both pose a danger.  
• A danger to their ‘normal’ children, to the equilibrium of the school and classes, to the 

teacher and other education professionals, to the delivery of the curriculum, to the 
playground, to maternal communication… 

• All of these aspects of school life are part of the emotional, practical and socio-political. 
They feed into and out of each other, and intellectual disability, or social and behavioural 
differences fractures and disturbs 

• Socio-political narratives via policy directives, for example, that privilege academic 
excellence and promote an examination culture, work against caring practices where 
those who are not traditionally academically able exist. This in turn impacts upon how 
practically and emotionally we all engage with such everyday occurrences, psychically 
and socially. Therefore instead of focussing on such ‘dangerous’ people who underline 
human vulnerability, lack of reason, and dependency, we all need to establish caring 
practices within a care ethics model of disability, where interdependence is privileged 
and care workers are valued indiscriminately (c.f. Mahon and Robinson, 2011). This could 
be tricky considering the legal system has such power.  



In this context I would like to consider what Herring (2013), has to 
say about care ethics, as the socio-political sphere, within the care 
ethics model of disability needs to work with law. 

• As it is the legal system struggles with anything that is not about autonomous 
individuals, and Herring (2013) suggests we need to re-evaluate how values that 
underpin the law are conceptualised. Rather than focussing simply on the 
individual and rights based models, where often one person or organisation is 
pitched against another, we ought to recognise the significance of relational 
values. He explicitly draws upon care ethics in examining law, and it is in this 
marriage between care ethics and law I find the care ethics model of disability 
fitting. After all, caring is a relational practice between two or more people.  

• Law is best placed to deal with arguments and disputes, as Herring says ‘who did 
what to whom and when?’ (2013: 2). Even if we do have disputes, social injustices 
and violence, such as in the care-less spaces we have seen, with the young 
intellectually disabled man who died in the bath in care, the young intellectually 
disabled woman who was sexually assaulted by a gang, the mother who commits 
filicide, the young people left alone without friends, and exclusions from school – 
what do we do then? What do we do with the emotions? 

 



The exclusion of emotions from the legal process, including 
love, anger, disappointment and grief, does mean that there is 
no legal representative in caring work.  
• We can appreciate this when mothers and fathers appeal against a decision for 

example, based on the schooling for their intellectually disabled child. In 
empirical evidence the unemotional father (in fact ‘unattached’ step-father), 
speaking at an appeal hearing about his step-son made more headway in getting 
his point across. The emotionally ‘attached’ mother defending her position can 
cause all kinds of messiness in the room and even be asked to leave in order to 
gather herself (Rogers, 2007). This is no longer acceptable if we are to inculcate 
caring work in to a care ethics model of disability. Therefore within this, we need 
to promote caring relationships, rather than carers per se.  

• Understanding caring relations via the emotional, practical and socio-political 
spheres, will aid a broader understanding of intellectual disability and what it is to 
be a human being in filtering through knowledge production and understanding 
about how the structural and socio political, as well as the personal and 
emotional merge and facilitate each other. 

We must enable caring spaces rather than care-less spaces for all 



Following Slides are good 
quotes to use if I want 

not necessarily for showing  
 



As Sara posted on the day of LB’s death ‘LB died this 
morning. In the bath. In the unit. He would be pleased the 
CID are involved’. And the day after, on the 5 July 2013, she 
posted 
• I made sounds at the hospital yesterday I never expected to make. Or even knew I could 

make. Sounds of keening, howling, inconsolable, incomprehensible grief, sorrow, despair 
and darkness. Our beautiful, hilarious, exceptional dude was found unconscious in the 
bath in the unit before a planned trip […]. The psychiatrist from the unit who called me at 
work around 10am to say that LB had been taken to hospital, gave no steer he was pretty 
much dead. I asked her (as an anxiety induced after thought) if he was conscious when 
he left the unit in the ambulance. She said they’d cleared his airway but he hadn’t 
regained consciousness. She made no suggestion I should urgently go to the hospital or 
that I should go with someone. It was a care less call. […]. I arrived at the hospital twenty 
or so minutes later, with a work colleague who (so, so kindly) insisted on coming with 
me. I was immediately faced with a LB has a ‘dead heart only kept alive by a ventilator’ 
story. This news generated my, to that point, unknown sounds. I hugged him while he 
died. Unspeakable horror. Agonising pain. […] We are now in a space I can’t describe. […] 
I can’t move beyond wondering how a hospital unit, with only four or five patients, who 
made such a fucking fuss about asking LB’s permission for us to visit on a daily basis, 
could let him die in the bath (mydaftlife: 2013 emphasis added). 



‘Much of society is exposed to views of disability almost exclusively through mass media’ (Haller, 2010: 57) 
and seeing, imagining and viewing is omnipresent as large audiences passively make meaning or actively 
engage with large charitable events such as telethons and festivals or on screen television productions. This 
aspect of cultural production and re-production is evident in how ‘reality’ is re-presented. Davis (2006: 241) 
suggests there is a ‘hegemony of normalcy’ and disabled people are often omitted from culture, but when 
they are represented, it is done so in a particular and often stigmatised way, largely because we fear it 
(Barnes and Mercer, 2003).  

This position is not limited to disability discourse. Through the lens of the Frankfurt School and inspired by Zizek, Cremin (2012) looks at the 
social logic of late capitalism in discussing guilt fetishism and the culture of crisis industry (COCI). This is interesting because as a result of 
people exchanging guilt for a product, for example, buying environmentally friendly goods as a way to ‘save’ the planet, ‘adopting’ an orphan 
or tiger to ‘do our bit’, by sponsoring a community so people can educate themselves or purchasing goods from an ‘ethical’ provider we can 
‘consume guilt free’ (Cremin, 2012: 55). In a more sinister example Cremin talks about fundraising and party throwing in the name of human 
rights. Disturbing images and narratives about torture and oppression encourage the subject to work to displace them from its conscience. At a 
‘human rights party’, the image of incarceration or torture is held at a safe distance, there for us to dance around and enjoy’ (ibid). Therefore 
the partygoers can have fun while giving the gift of guilt, relieving any tension and as Cremin evocatively states the party ‘polishes the tortured 
bodies so that they catch our gaze and command our coins. Torture is the perfect excuse for a party’ (2012: 55). Indeed Carrabine (2012: 467) 
suggests in relation to meaning making, aesthetics and torture or horror, ‘human misery should not be reduced to a set of aesthetic concerns, 
but is fundamentally bound up with the politics of testimony and memory’.  This spectator ‘sport’ is certainly an image that comes to mind 
when huge numbers of people pledge money during day long events in the UK such as Children in Need and Comic Relief. The telethons show 
images and tell stories of ‘tragedy’, ‘heroism’ and ‘desperation’. Audiences shed tears at the displayed real life despairing stories. But then like 
the dancing and partying, these ‘tragic’ images are punctuated with comedy acts, entertainment and live music. People are relieved of guilt by 
pledging their money and are entertained at the same time. This relationship with guilt and the gaze is discussed by Carrabine who says about 
‘just images’, (via a criminological lens) that ‘amidst this relentless flow of images are those that have a distinctive, intimate energy’ (Carrabine, 
2012: 463), and ‘while apathy, boredom and voyeuristic pleasure might characterize much mediated viewing’ (Ibid: 466), there are occasionally 
things that happen which disturb, or trouble us so much so that we are moved from out of our comatose state and motivated to engage in 
such charitable events and telethons and via the pledging of money everything can remain unbroken (c.f. Tester, 2001). When it comes to 
thinking through social injustice in relation to images and narratives of intellectually disabled people we can see it is bound up with cultural 
domination where disabled people have far fewer material opportunities (Barnes and Mercer 2003, Davis 2006, Shakespeare 2006), and are re-
presented as less than human in fiction and documentary television alike. For example, on Facebook and other social media sites people 
narrate their tears at stories told when they are viewing certain shows (Rogers, forthcoming).   



The Playground - Marlene 
 

I stand-alone in the playground, no one talks to me, I see the looks, and hear the whispers, she’s the 
mother of the little beast. 

The boy who can’t sit still in the classroom, the one that fools around. The child who torments the others. And 
throws himself to the ground.  

She must be a useless parent, no control or restraint, we’ll go and see the Headmistress, and make a formal 
complaint.  

We want the ‘looney’ expelled; you know the one we mean The boy who runs around the playground, as if driven 
by a machine. Who sends the other children flying, cuts and bruises everywhere, get rid of the little menace, how 

you do it we don’t we don’t care.  

The brat whose been banned at lunchtime, the child who has no friends, the boy who’s never invited to parties. 
And Christmas cards – not one was sent.  

The child who cries because he is lonely, and no friend invites him to tea. The boy who believes he is useless, And 
not fit to be loved by me. The lad who is a loner, through no choice of his own. Who struggles in the classroom, 
and is made to sit alone. The boy who lags behind, as hard as he may try, Who at the age of seven, can barely 

read or write.  

And so I continue to stand alone, no one talks to me,  

The mother of a little boy, whose been diagnosed with ADHD 

 



My daughter, a 27 year old intellectually disabled adult, mildly on the autistic 
spectrum and who has M-CM, (Macrocephaly-capillary malformation), was 
yesterday morning apprehended at her learning disability club by two police 
officers.  

• She was arrested, taken in a police car to the station, searched, and relieved of all her 
belongings and jewelery, finger printed, DNA taken, put in a cell, interviewed, charged 
and bailed. […] They said she was caught on CCTV shoplifting in WH Smith (the two times 
I can corroborate she was actually with me or in bed). This footage was not shown to 
either my daughter or hubby. TWO big officers! […] So policing the town and ridding the 
centre of – who? People like my daughter? She is traumatised, and scared. What 
concerns me? Yes, my daughter’s physical and mental health. But also, is this how it is? 
What if she were guilty of robbing £18 of stuff over two days (as I say she couldn’t have 
been there at the times they say), but is this how the CJS deals with vulnerable adults? It 
is such easy pickings for arrest figures, but had she not been in the family she is… maybe 
in care or with parents who have difficulties themselves this would likely be processed 
and she would end up with a criminal record? As it happens I do not know the outcome, 
in this case, except that Sir Bob Russell has been informed and the IPCC. Hubby and I 
were thinking about writing on vulnerable young people in the CJS, but we had no idea 
we would end up at the sharp end. I am flabbergasted that this process even occurred…. 
I don’t know about this blogging business but this has incensed me to blog! Maybe I will 
do more, maybe I won’t but still there it is for now (chrissiealison, 25 March 2014) 

 



So the first day at school came and they had their 
little uniforms on and I walked them up to the school 
[...]  
• I came back to pick them up at the end of the day and erm, as I walked into 

the playground the teacher went (she beckoned) like to me and the 
headmistress went (the same) and I went over to her and she said ‘into my 
office please’. I thought they can’t have been naughty like that on the first 
day! She got me in her office; she said ‘take a seat’ - she’s curt – (and Tracy 
mimicked this) ‘I wasn’t aware I was having a bloody retard in my school’ 
[...] I went mental, absolutely mental…[...] So I went mental and ended up 
with the police coming round [...] Me getting arrested [...] I got to the stage 
where I thought I was a completely lousy mother and they’d be better off 
without me anyway [...] I was getting to the stage where they would be 
better off without me. But I suppose it was them that kept me on an even 
keel so to speak (see Rogers, 2007a and Rogers 2013b).  



Parents are reproved for allowing such a child 
(intellectually disabled) to come into existence; 

the whole life of such children has been 
regarded as an ugly mistake  

(Nussbaum, 2004: 306).  
 



[I]magine being the mother of a child with severe intellectual disabilities 
reading within the pages of a philosophical text such statements as: “I have 
argued that the cognitively impaired are not badly off in the sense relevant to 
justice […]  

• Not only do they not have special priority as a matter of justice, but 
their claims on us seem even weaker than those of most other human 
beings” [….] “the treatment of animals is governed by stronger 
constraints than we have traditionally supposed, while the treatment 
of the cognitively impaired is in some respects subject to weaker 
constraints” […] For a mother of a severely cognitively impaired child, 
the impact of such an argument is devastating. How can I begin to tell 
you what it feels like to read  texts in which one’s child is compared, 
in all seriousness and with philosophical authority, to a dog, pig, rat, 
and most flatteringly a chimp; how corrosive these comparisons are, 
how they mock those relationships that affirm who we are and why 
we care? (Kittay, 2010: 396-397).  


